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Revenge america used to be written seven years ahead of the bleak tragedy that struck big
apple urban on September 11, 2001. creation used to be within the works good sooner than all
hell rained at the monstrous Apple. it's a tale concerning the revenge that Muammar Khadaffi
may need wreaked on our nation for the bombing of his compound greater than a decade ago, if
he were so inclined, and if he have been capable of get his fingers on nuclear weapons. It
indicates how effortless it's to create havoc in our advanced world, and the way very important it
is, during this period of guns of mass destruction, to get besides our neighbors. the tale issues
out the benefit with which it'd be attainable to get a nuclear weapon, and the mayhem that may
be created by way of a number of people, hell-bent on creating a assertion to the area at our
expense.
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